
the drug trade.
Documentation 5. Fox plans to dismantle the national armed forces,

which are the guarantors of our sovereignty. Besides his
promise to hand over Chiapas, Fox says that he will subject
the Mexican Army to “such redefinitions as should be con-In His Own Words: How Fox cretized in a globalized world and in the times that the
country now faces.”Would Wipe Out Mexico

6. Fox plans to eliminate national sovereignty. He not
only affirms that he will grant “financial and political auton-

The following is excerpted from the MSIA’s pamphlet, cur- omy to the states and the municipalities,” so that they can
participate freely in the global market, but at the same timerently in circulation throughout Mexico).
he intends to erase the country’s borders. The central point
of his foreign policy will be to “construct an appropriate1. Fox plans to eliminate the peso and dollarize the

country. “I’m a firm believer that, by the year 2020 or 2030, agenda with the United States and Canada so that, after 20-
25 years, we will achieve a common market where therethere will only be six or seven trading blocs in the world,

each with its respective currency,” he states in his book To will be not only free transit of goods, services, and capital,
but also of people.”Los Pinos, taking up as his own one of the central goals of

the oligarchy’s globalizers. 7. Undoubtedly, among the products that will circulate
freely in such a “globalized” North America, will be drugs.2. Fox plans to deepen one of the most treasonous poli-

cies carried out by former President Carlos Salinas (1988- Fernando Canales Clariond, the governor of the state of
Nuevo León and a leader of Fox’s PAN party, has matter94), the North American Free Trade Agreement, whose only

purpose has been to financially loot the country, brutally of factly proposed to legalize drugs, which is the central
demand of international mega-speculator George Soros, whoexploit our workers, launder dirty money, and erode our

national sovereignty. “NAFTA,” the PAN candidate asserts, is one of the big financiers of the “democratic” assault now
ongoing throughout Ibero-America.“is producing results, and this is the moment to move on to

a second phase: a North American common market.”
3. Fox plans to sell off the national patrimony at fire-
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sale prices. In May 1996, before the Council of the Americas,
Fox stated that “businessmen are much more capable of
making the state oil company Pemex run profitably. . . .
From my point of view, what should be done and what is
best for Mexico’s interests is to open it up to the private
sector.” The Council of the Americas is made up of 194
multinational companies, a number of which would be de-
lighted to take over Pemex and whatever else Fox is willing
to hand over to them, such as the Federal Electricity Com-
mission (FEC), which Fox proposes to privatize “in two
phases: first, opening it up to private investment, so that
within two years the FEC would stop being a public company
owned by the state, and would also become a market pub-
lic company.”

4. Fox plans to splinter the country. Fox has expressed his
“sympathy and support” for the so-called Zapatista National
Liberation Army, and has promised “the immediate with-
drawal of the troops that the Mexican Army maintains in
Chiapas” [the state where the EZLN has its stronghold], in
order to better negotiate with Sub-Commander Marcos’s
narco-terrorists. This would be nothing less than a Mexican
version of the treason being committed by President Andrés
Pastrana of Colombia, who has demilitarized entire regions
of the country and handed them over to the FARC and ELN
narco-terrorists. All he has achieved with that, is to separate
off entire chunks of the national territory, where mini-states
have been established, ruled by armed bands financed by
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